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1: Long Island Weather, Weather Forecast, Current Conditions, & Temperature - Long Island, NY
Weather radar, wind and waves forecast for kiters, surfers, paragliders, pilots, sailors and anyone else. Worldwide
animated weather map, with easy to use layers and precise spot forecast.

Detailed Forecast Today Snow and sleet before 4pm, then rain, snow, and sleet. Steady temperature around
Wind chill values between 25 and East wind 10 to 14 mph, with gusts as high as 36 mph. Total daytime snow
and sleet accumulation of around an inch possible. Tonight Rain, snow, and sleet, becoming all rain after 8pm.
Temperature rising to around 44 by 3am. Breezy, with an east wind 16 to 20 mph, with gusts as high as 44
mph. Little or no snow and sleet accumulation expected. Friday A 30 percent chance of rain, mainly before
8am. Cloudy, then gradually becoming mostly sunny, with a high near Breezy, with a west wind 14 to 22
mph. Friday Night Mostly clear, with a low around West wind 9 to 16 mph. Saturday Mostly sunny, with a
high near West wind around 9 mph. Saturday Night Partly cloudy, with a low around Sunday Partly sunny,
with a high near Sunday Night A 30 percent chance of rain after midnight. Cloudy, with a low around
Monday A 30 percent chance of rain before 9am. Partly sunny, with a high near Monday Night Mostly clear,
with a low around Tuesday Mostly sunny, with a high near Tuesday Night Mostly cloudy, with a low around
Wednesday Partly sunny, with a high near Additional Forecasts and Information.
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2: Windfinder - Wind & weather forecasts & reports
Weather and wind forecasts in your area. Windfinder offers wind forecasts and weather forecasts for over places
worldwide. Windfinder is specialized in measurements and forecasts for wind, waves, tides and weather for wind-related
sports, such as kitesurfing, windsurfing, surfing, sailing and paragliding.

Wind Spring Partially cloudy with a light breeze. Expect lots of pollen! Storm Looks like a storm is
approaching. Thunder and lightning is expected. Snow Expect a few inches of snow tomorrow. Make sure you
bundle up, folks! Wedding Day This image will appear instead of the weather icon on your wedding day Notes
It always rains on stormy days. Fish that require rain can be caught on stormy days, and the Old Mariner will
appear on stormy days. The Rain Totem will change the weather for the following day to rain unless the
following day is a festival or the 1st day of a season. Spring of year 1 can also not be changed by a Rain
Totem. During thunderstorms there is a possibility that lightning strikes can destroy crops and trees , and
temporarily change Fruit Trees into coal trees. Lightning will not strike Chests placed outside [1]. If Lightning
Rods are placed anywhere on the farm [2] they have a good chance to intercept lightning strikes, as long as
they are not already processing a strike into a Battery Pack. Winter Seeds need to be watered even if it is
snowing. Snow transparency can be changed in the Options Menu. Sliding the bar to the left will increase
snow transparency i. The weather will always be "clear and sunny" for Festivals. It will never rain in Winter
unless you use a Rain Totem. If there is a Festival on your wedding day, the heart icon will not display. The
TV will predict stormy weather on Summer 25th, but not the 26th. If you do not check the TV forecast on the
25th, it may not be stormy. Weather data for more information. On a windy day in the Fall the blowing leaves
are usually a reddish color, except in the Secret Woods , where they will be green.
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3: Chicago, IL Forecast | Weather Underground
Windy weather forecast, updated four times a day and shows the weather summary plus detailed sun, rain, snow, wind
and temperature. The weather forecast extends out to 10 days showing information for morning, afternoon and
overnight.

UK forecast for the next 5 days Headline: Rain in the far northwest. Dry but largely cloudy elsewhere. Windy
with rain across Northern Ireland and western Scotland, turning heavier later. Largely dry but generally cloudy
elsewhere, with hill fog in places. There will be some sunny spells, especially across northern England, north
Wales and eastern Scotland. Heavy rain across northwestern areas will ease overnight. Largely dry but cloudy
elsewhere with hill fog developing. Mild for most, but clearer and colder in the far north and northwest.
Mainly dry but largely cloudy, with patchy drizzle in places. The best of any sunshine will be across the far
north and northwest, with only limited brightness elsewhere. Outlook for Saturday to Monday: It will turn
sunnier through the weekend, before thicker cloud brings an increasing shower risk by Monday. Turning
colder through the period, accentuated by strengthening winds. For much of next week it looks mostly cloudy
with the best of the brighter spells in the west. Showers are possible, mainly in the east, and these could turn
wintry over hills. It will be cold, especially in the south, with this accentuated by the brisk wind. Night frosts
are likely and could become widespread at times. Towards the end of the week there is a chance of outbreaks
of rain and hill snow affecting many areas at times, particularly in the south. Similar conditions will probably
continue into the following weekend and the last week of November. There is also an increasing chance of
snow falling to lower levels towards the end of November, mainly in the north and east. This period is likely
to begin with a continuation of cold conditions. The best of any sunshine is likely in the west with generally
cloudier skies in the east. There is a continued chance of showers for all areas with snow over the hills, mainly
in the east and north. More organised areas of rain and hill snow could affect many areas at times, and there is
a low risk of snow to low levels. Confidence is currently low towards the middle of December. However, there
is an increased chance of less cold conditions arriving as weather systems moving in from the Atlantic.
4: Day Weather Forecasts & Weekend Weather | WeatherBug
Be prepared with the most accurate day forecast for Oakland, CA with highs, lows, chance of precipitation from The
Weather Channel and www.enganchecubano.com Scan for updated forecast Show me the weather.

5: UK weather forecast - Met Office
We head to the polls on Tuesday, but Mother Nature seems to be casting her vote for crummy weather. Rainy & Windy
for Election Day | Weather | www.enganchecubano.com You are the owner of this article.

6: Windfinder - wind, wave & weather reports, forecasts & statistics worldwide
NW Slopes & Plains for Sunday Mostly sunny. Slight chance of a shower on the northern slopes during the morning and
afternoon. Winds N/NE 15 to 20 km/h becoming light in the middle of the day then becoming NE/SE 15 to 20 km/h in the
evening.

7: Windy: Wind map & weather forecast
Be prepared with the most accurate day forecast for Los Angeles, CA with highs, lows, chance of precipitation from The
Weather Channel and www.enganchecubano.com

8: Virginia Beach, VA Forecast | Weather Underground
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Mostly cloudy and windy on Election Day with showers early. Highs in the upper 40s. Here's your 7-day weather
forecast. Get the latest weather info with our ABC7 Chicago AccuWeather app.

9: National Forecast Maps
Get the Chicago weather forecast. Access hourly, 10 day and 15 day forecasts along with up to the minute reports and
videos for Chicago, IL from www.enganchecubano.com
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